Role of HIIT VS High Intensity Cardio in Fat Reduction
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WHO entitled overweight and obesity as an inappropriate and extra accretion of fats in the body that can displays a hazard to wellbeing. A crude proportion of obesity is BMI (weight(kg)/ height(m²)). A person having BMI>30 is typically consider as obese and person BMI≤25 is labeled as overweight [1]. Putting on weight and being fat is a problem of public health concern. Epidemiological studies showed that majority includes population who are aged between 20 to 40 years. WHO reported in 2016 world's 13% adult population is obese (11% males and 15% females) drastically level of it is continuously increasing in both developed and developing countries [2]. Poorly overweight and obesity lowers the quality of life. The global epidemic of overweight and obesity prone the population towards the cardiovascular disorders, metabolic disorders, cancers and hormonal problems. The most common reason behind this epidemic disorder is lack of physical activity and the luxurious lifestyle [3].

Habitué exercises have a great effect on the body. It’s an economically executable, cost effective and non-pharmacological intervention to reduce a health [4]. It is use as a primary intervention that delays and in many cases prevents the health burdens associated with several chronic diseases. However, the specific regimen of workout is needed to accrue health benefits. Whether the workout is done for weight loss or to live a healthy life, either endurance training, aerobics, pyramids, cardio or high intermittent interval training (HIIT) is performed, every strategy influences the body mechanism of the body by increasing the maximum volume of oxygen, decreasing the lipids, decreasing the risk of cardiovascular disorders and promote a sense of well-being [5]. For healthy living moderate-intensity continuous exercise program is typically suggested to adults for the improvement and maintenance of physical health and fitness as they are safe and keeps the individual healthy and fit. Program regimen includes 30mins/day, 5days/week or a total workout of 150mins/week or alternatively high intensity of workout for 75mins/week [6]. Poorly, these kinds of regimens resulted in minimum fat loss [5].

Comparatively, evidence suggested that high intensity interval training (HIIT) is an effective strategy for fat loss. Though there isn't any comprehensive definition of High intensity training (HIT) or high intermittent training (HIT) or (HIIT) but usually refers to repeated sessions of relatively transient intermittent exercise, that is performed with “all-out” effort or intensity which evoke VO2peak (i.e., 90% of VO2peak) [1]. Depending on the work intensity, one effort may last from variety of seconds up to several minutes, with multiple efforts separated by up to variety of minutes of rest or low-intensity exercise [7]. High intensity interval work involves repeatedly travel at a high intensity for thirty seconds to several minutes, separated by 1-5 minutes of recovery (either no or low intensity exercise). HIT is expounded to raised patient compliance and improved vessel and metabolic outcomes and is suitable for implementation in every healthy and ‘at risk’ populations. HIT exercises includes like running, cycling athletics activities. More importantly it doesn't include the activity that cause muscle fibers hypertrophy. A typical HIT intervention model is that the Wingate check, that involves thirties of complete greatest athletics against a high braking force on a specialized instrument [7]. A relatively new variation of HIIT has recently become common and that incorporates high-intensity resistance training that involves, multiple-joint movements. Is known as high intensity power training (HIPT) becomes common over the world because it's
enlarge the aerobic fitness with minimum duration, despite controversy is present over it [8].

Evidence showed that HIT training provides tremendous benefits in a very short time period because it incorporates continual bursts of intense exercise sprinkled with low power recuperation. There is developing verification from sound populaces that HIIT at last winds up amidst a type of vessel and metabolic advantages, improvement of endocrine sensitivity, organic process fitness, effective in fat loss, positive effects on cardio metabolism, reduces the risk of diabetes, reduces the risk of hypertension thus by decreasing lipoprotein cholesterol level and therefore in the long term it maintains the blood pressure and prevent from associated comorbidities [9-12]. Thus, in spite of all unelectable benefits of HIIT there are still questions arises that is it beneficial for every age group of population? Are the exercise protocols same and safe for everyone? Why the effects of HIT are unclear in the case of insulin sensitivity? Is the HIT regimen is safe for the people who are not just obese but also having blood coagulopathies.

As compare to cardio training, high intermittent training have efficient results in a shorter period of time therefore physical trainers just promotes it?
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